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This article addresses the problem
of plagiarism on the Internet and offers
practical guidelines and instructions
for dealing with that problem. While
technology-based tools such as
plagiarism detection services are
discussed, primary focus is given to
stopping plagiarism before it occurs.
Prevention ahead of time is considered
far better than detection later in time.
Good prevention techniques involve
educating the faculty in terms of how
they can better "plagiarism-proof'
their assignments, and encouraging the
administration to create academic
plagiarism policies, academic integrity
codes, and Christian academic policy
statements. This article developed from
a workshop presentation made at the
2002 Association of Academic Christian Librarians' Annual Conference.

T

he problem of plagiarism on the
Internet has been recognized for
many years. Perhaps one of the
most significant milestones in this area
occurred back in 1996, when an e-mail
message was sent to fraternity and
sorority chapters throughout the nation
telling about a new site called
"schoolsucks.com" where one could
access a variety of college papers. This
led to good deal of controversy and
attention focused on the problem,
particularly by the members of the
Alliance for Computers and Writing.
Schoolsucks.com was not the only site
available at
that time,
and
the
b
h

number

TilE PROBLEM OF
INTERNEI'PIAGIARISM
There are various ways that the
problem of Internet plagiarism can
express itself. Robert Harris' excellent
web site, "Virtual Salt" at http://
www. virtualsalt.com!anti.htm is the
source for the following items. One is
when a student downloads a free
research paper from the Internet. The
free papers are in great abundance, but

Revention ahead of time is considered
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available of
free and for cost sites has grown
exponentially since then. Margaret
Fain of Coastal Carolina University
lists over 275 sites at present on her
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web page (http://www.coastal.edu/
librarylmills2. htm).
In terms of actual statistics on
student plagiarizing, the numbers are
somewhat disturbing. John Barrie, the
founder of Turnitin.com, one of the
largest plagiarism detection services,
states that nearly one third of the
papers sent to his site for analysis are
found to be plagiarized, and nearly
three fourths of those have been copied
from the Internet (Policing Plagiarism,
2002). A recent study by two professors at the Rochester Institute of
Technology surveyed 698 undergraduate students at nine colleges and
universities, eight in America and one in
the Middle East. Sixteen percent of the
students acknowledged having
"sometimes" cut and pasted text into a
paper without a citation, but 50.4
percent reported that their peers have
"often" or "very frequently" cut and
pasted text from the Internet into papers
without proper citation (Kellogg, 2002).

they are often not of the best quality;
frequently the papers have been around
for a number of years and have older
citations or use few or no citations at
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plagiarism.phys. virginia.edu) at the
University of Virginia provides free
plagiarism detection software that can
be used to check suspicious papers.
Other "tools" for plagiarism detection,
ironically, can be paper sites themselves. By using the search engines at
paper sites to attempt to locate a
suspicious paper, one can
make the sites into
T)lagiarism detection services, plagiarism detection
plagiarism resource tools.
For example, at Fastpapers
tools, plagiarism-proofing assignments, academic
(http://www.fastpapers.
com), there is a search
plagiarism policies, academic integrity codes, and
engine that allows
Christian academic policy statements all deserve attention keyword searching
through 20,000 papers,
in considering how to deal with Internet plagiarism.
showing possible papers
from which students might
have plagiarized. Likewise, at Oppapers
a fraternity/sorority paper file. A
policies, academic integrity codes, and
(http://www. oppapers.com) one can
Christian academic policy statements
fifth type of plagiarism is creating a
all deserve attention in considering how do keyword searching through 35,000
paper from a number of sources that
essays. A different type of tool is
to deal with Internet plagiarism.
have been combined. A final expresGoogle (http://www.google.com), a
One
of
the
ways
to
attack
plagiarism
sion is quoting less than the total
massive search engine that now indexes
after it likely has occurred is through
number of words copied, thus using
over two billion web sites. Typing in an
ideas without properly siting the source the use of a plagiarism detection
service. There are a variety of these
unusual four to six word phrase from a
copied.
suspicious paper might well pull up
available, and they all generally
The sites that allow for accessing
results
there.
one
function
in
the
same
way.
When
papers are varied in kind, even as the
While
the above two plagiarism
provides them a suspicious paper to
methods of plagiarism are varied in
defenses are excellent after plagiarism
examine, they compare it by keyword
type. Some sites are completely free
is suspected to have occurred, the next
against a large collection of plagiarized
and simply allow free downloading.
papers they have on file, looking for a
defenses are geared toward stopping
Cyberessays (http://www.cyber
"match" between them. Edutie (http:!!
plagiarism from occurring at all. There
essays.com) is an example of this.
is something attractive about the
www.edutie.com) claims to have a
Other sites allow free access to all their
technology in the plagiarism detection
papers, but require that you register to
database of two billion documents, and
it allows 10 free sample searches. Eve
services and the detection services, but
their site.
the real point of the matter is not
(http://www.canexus.com) has 60,000
Netessays.net (http://www.net
catching
and punishing the offenderspaper rniii papers, comprising over one
essays.net!papers.php3) is an example
it is avoiding the problem and not
billion pages of Internet content. This
of this, with a coiiection of 69,000
needing to punish at all.
product costs just $19.95 as a CDpapers. At lFreepapers (http://
A key element in avoiding the
ROM, and one can have a sample
www.lfreepapers.com) there is an
opportunity for plagiarism is in
search from the web site. Turnitin.com
annual registration fee of $4.95, but
assisting the professors in "plagiarism(http://www.tumitin.com) is a large site
after this is paid, one is free to downproofing" their assignments. The ideas
whose product costs $75.00, and it
load to one's heart's content. At sites
here also come from Robert Harris'
allows free searches from the web site also.
such as SchoolSucks (http://www.
web site, "Virtual Salt" (http://
Plagiserve (http://www.plagiserve.com)
schoolsucks.com), however, paper
analyses 70,000 papers and over 1.3
www. virtualsalt.com!anti.htm). First,
purchasing is big business. Most of
professors need to be clear about their
the papers cost between $60 and $100, and billion pages. This service is unique,
assignments, in terms of what kind of
though, in that it is entirely free of cost.
one can even have papers written to
research is expected and other such
order specificaiiy for one's own specific
Another important factor in fighting
matters. Second, they need to have a
assignment (even if it is a Ph.D
plagiarism after it has occurred are
list of specific topics and require the
plagiarism detection tools. The
dissertation!).
Plagiarism Resource Center (http://
students choose from these; then, they

all. A second expression of plagiarism
is when the student purchases the paper
from a "for cost" paper site. These
papers are often of very high quality.
Another type of plagiarism is copying
an article from the Internet or an online
database. A fourth possibility is
plagiarizing from a local source, such as

WAYSTOCOUN1ER
INfERNETPLAGIARISM
While the problem of Internet plagiarism is a very real one, there are fortunately
helpful methods to respond to this problem
as well. Plagiarism detection services,
plagiarism detection tools, plagiarismproofing assignments, academic plagiarism
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statement_responsibility.htm) provides
a clearly defined set of Christian
character expectations for the students,
and honesty is included among them.
These Christian academic policy
statements, though not common among
Christian academic institutions, might
be a particularly helpful way in which
the Christian community could communicate to its own constituents about the
problem of plagiarism effectively. For in
the context of the Christian colleges
and universities, there is a shared
world view and context
of
understanding that
familiarity with their ~rough well-planned assignments
subject matter. Sixth,
.
. .
'
.
can foster a shared
professors might have
strong academzc polzczes, good academzc commitment to a set of
student~ i~clude ~nno- inteuritv codes and solid Christian academic values.
tated b1bbograph1es as
o './
'
Plagiarism on the
Internet,
while not new,
well. Seventh, faculty policy guidelines, plagiarism might well be
thrives
in
the current
should require that most
?h
.
of the references in the avoz e
zn most cases
ore zt ever occurs.
environment and
expresses itself in an
paper be less than five
years old; this will immediately remove
w3. arizona. edul-studpubslpolicies!
ever-increasing number of online paper
mill sites. Studies suggest a significant
cacaint.htm), and University of
most of the free papers on the internet
problem occurring, thus accounting for
and some of the "for cost" ones as well. Pennsylvania (http://www. upenn. edul
Finally, professors could assign an
the growth of a number of large, antiosl/acadint.html) that make use of
essay after the students have turned in
plagiarism services to appear. While
academic integrity codes to hold
students to a standard of academic
numerous methods present themselves
their papers asking them to reflect on
behavior. This approach is appealing in for attacking the problem of plagiarism,
what research strategy they followed in
the ones that are most attractive fight it
their papers, where they located most of that it draws the students together as a
before it has actually occurred.
community of likeminded young adults
their sources, and what they learned
Through
well-planned assignments,
from the assignment.
who should strive for academic
strong
academic
policies, good acaAnother preventive method with
excellence as part of an institution of
demic integrity codes, and solid
regard to plagiarism involves academic
excellence. It is noteworthy that most
plagiarism policies. A number of
of these institutions are highly reChristian academic policy guidelines,
plagiarism might well be avoided in
academic institutions, including Cleary
spected universities.
College (http://www.cleary.edu/ main/
A fmal point here involves Christian most cases before it ever occurs.
academic policy statements. In
Fac_Stulplagiarism.htm), Rhodes
searching for integrity statements
University (http://www.scifac.ru.ac.za/
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relation to plagiarism and what process
life, and it mentions dishonesty as one
or punitive action will be taken when a
student is caught engaging in it. The
of the elements that disrupts that
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value of these policies is not simply the
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expressed "threat" indicated in written
Statement of Responsibilities (http://
form on the web site and in the college
www. wheaton. onlinecommunity. com!
should change these from semester to
semester. Third, faculty need to require
specific sources in their assignments,
such as "2 books, 2 peer-reviewed
articles, 1 web resource, 1 personal
interview" (and include some information you as faculty provide, such as
statistics). Fourth, professors need to
assign steps to be completed in the
paper process, such as due dates for
title, bibliography, outline, rough draft,
paper. Fifth, faculty should assign oral
presentations of student papers; this
requires them to show

.d d .

catalog; rather, it is the clear message,
from the highest levels of the administration, that plagiarism will not be
tolerated and has no place on that
campus.
Another form of academic call to
honesty is the academic integrity code.
There are several academic institutions,
including George Washington University (http://www.gwu. edul-ntegrity/
code.html), Cornell University (http://
www.cornell.edu/Academic/AIC.html),
University of Arizona (http://
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